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An implication system (IS)Σ on a finite setS is a set of rules calledΣ-implications of the kindA→Σ B, with A,B⊆ S.
A subsetX ⊆SsatisfiesA→Σ B when “A⊆X impliesB⊆X” holds, so ISs can be used to describe constraints on sets
of elements, such as dependency or causality. ISs are formally closely linked to the well known notions of closure
operators and Moore families. This paper focuses on their algorithmic aspects. A number of problems issued from an
IS Σ (e.g. is it minimal, is a given implication entailed by the system) can be reduced to the computation of closures
ϕΣ(X), whereϕΣ is the closure operator associated toΣ. We propose a new approach to compute such closures, based
on the characterization of the direct-optimal ISΣdo which has the following properties: 1. it is equivalent toΣ 2.
ϕΣdo (X) (thusϕΣ(X)) can be computed by a single scanning ofΣdo-implications 3. it is of minimal size with respect
to ISs satisfying 1. and 2. We give algorithms that computeΣdo , and fromΣdo closuresϕΣ(X) and the Moore family
associated toϕΣ.

Keywords: Moore family, implicational system, closure operator, algorithm, lattice.

1 Introduction
As recalled in [CM04], the basic mathematical notion ofclosure operator(an isotone, extensive and
idempotent mapϕ) defined on a poset (P, ≤) is fundamental in a number of fields linked to computer
science, in particular when defined on the lattice(2S,⊆) of all subsets of a finite setS. In this case, closure
operators are closely linked to the notion ofMoore family, a familyF ⊆ 2S which containsSand is closed
under intersection (see [CM04] for more details). The notions of closure operator and Moore family both
involve the concept of logical or entail implication, used for instance in knowledge systems or relational
data-bases (these fields handle systems of implications, called for example functional dependencies in
relational data-bases [MR92, Mai83], and association rules in data-mining [PBTL99]). Hence the notion
of Implicational System(IS for short) defined in [CM04], to which is dedicated this paper.

Formally an IS onSdenoted byΣ ⊆ 2S×2S is a set of rules calledΣ-implicationsof the kindA→Σ B,
with A,B ⊆ S. A subsetX ⊆ S satisfies an implicationA →Σ B when “A ⊆ X implies B ⊆ X”. So ISs
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can be used to easily describe constraints between sets of elements, such as dependency or causality. Let
us give here an intuitive example which will also be used in the core of the paper (see Ex. 1 in Sect. 3).
Assume thatS= {a,b,c,d,e} is a set of events. The ISΣ = {a→ b,ac→ d,e→ a}† can be interpreted
as “if a resp.eoccurs then so doesb resp.a, and ifa andc occur then so doesd”.

Given such a system, several types of questions arise. A common problem is to find a minimum
“full” system of implications, from which all implications between elements can be obtained. Another
very natural issue is for instance the question “is it possible thata ande occur and notc ?”. One can
answer using either theimplicational Moore family associated toΣ (FΣ contains all subsetsX ⊆ S that
satisfy eachΣ-implication) or theclosure operator associated toFΣ (ϕFΣ maps a subsetX ⊆ S on the
least elementF ∈ FΣ s.t. X ⊆ F). In our example the answer is “yes” becauseabe∈ FΣ andc 6∈ ae,
or becausec 6∈ ϕFΣ(ae) = abe. Answering questions about a system using theclosureϕFΣ(X) has a
great advantage: it avoids the construction of the whole Moore family (which contains 14 elements in
our example). MoreoverϕFΣ can also be used to compute efficientlyFΣ, whose direct definition-based
generation relies upon an exponential enumeration of all subsets ofS. Note that data-mining has to deal
with a reverse problem adressing the efficient generation of association rules from a family of closures
calleditemsets[PBTL99].

The properties of implicational Moore families and ISs have been studied in [GD86, Wil94, Wil95,
CM04] from a theoretical point of view. This paper focuses on algorithmic issues. Following the intuition
given before, it is based on the efficient computation ofϕFΣ(X). As detailed in the core of the paper,
this computation was addressed in several ways in [Mai83, MR92, Wil95]:ϕFΣ(X) is obtained by several
enumerations of the implications ofΣ. For instance in the previous example the computation ofϕFΣ(ae) =
abeis performed‡ by scanning once theΣ-implications (first and third implications) but the computation
of ϕFΣ(ce) = abcdeis performed by scanning them twice: The first enumeration bringsace∈ ϕFΣ(ce)
(third implication) and the second one bringsbd∈ ϕFΣ(ce) (first and second implications).

The new approach we propose is based on two fundamental algorithmic observations: 1. the compu-
tation of ϕFΣ(X) is more efficient whenΣ is optimal, where optimal means “of minimal size”; 2. the
enumeration number ofΣ-implications needed to computeϕFΣ(X) can be reduced to 1 whenΣ is direct.
Let us illustrate it on our example. The ISΣd = Σ∪{e→ b,ce→ d} is direct and equivalent toΣ (it
is easy to check thatϕFΣd

(ce) can be now computed by a single scanning ofΣd -implications). It is not
optimal. The ISΣo = {e→ ab,ac→ d,a→ b,ce→ d} is similarly equivalent toΣ and direct, but also
direct-optimal in the sense that there exists no equivalent direct IS of smaller size (thoughΣo 6⊆ Σd ). Our
approach also consists in computingϕFΣ(X) (henceFΣ) by exploiting the directness and optimality prop-
erties: We define thedirect-optimal ISΣdo generated fromΣ. FirstΣ is completed by some implications
into the direct ISΣd , thenΣd is modified into the optimal ISΣdo (Σ, Σd andΣdo being equivalent).

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives notations and standard definitions. Section 3 first
gives some preliminaries on the computation ofϕFΣ(X) (Sect. 3.1) then defines the notion of direct IS
and characterizes thedirect ISΣd generated fromΣ (Sect. 3.2). In the same way, Sect. 3.3 defines the
notion of direct-optimal IS and characterizes thedirect-optimal ISΣo generated from a direct ISΣ. By
combination of these two definitions, we naturally obtain thedirect-optimal ISΣdo generated froma given
IS Σ (Sect. 3.4).

Section 4 deals with algorithmic aspects of the above result. We first describe an efficient data structure

† We abuse notations and writeac for {a,c}.
‡ At this stage the reader should admit the following recipe: InitializeϕFΣ(X) with X, then iteratively scanΣ-implications until

stabilization doing: IfA→ B∈ Σ andA⊆ ϕFΣ(X) then addB to ϕFΣ(X).
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introduced in [Gan84, HN96, NR99] and calledlexicographic tree, traditionally used to represent families
and extended here to represent ISs (Sect. 4.1). We then give an algorithm to compute the closureϕFΣ(X)
from a direct-optimal IS (Sect. 4.2), and an algorithm to compute thedirect-optimal ISΣdo generated from
some ISΣ, whereΣ andΣdo are represented by a lexicographic tree. We finally propose an algorithm to
generateFΣ (Sect. 4.3), based on properties of the lattice(FΣ,⊆).

2 Definitions and Notations
Let us consider a finite set of elementsS. A familyF onSis a set of subsets ofS: F ⊆ 2S. A Moore family
F onSis a family stable by intersection and which containsS: S∈F andF1,F2 ∈F impliesF1∩F2 ∈F. The
poset(F,⊆) is a lattice with, for eachF1,F2 ∈ F, F1∧F2 = F1∩F2 andF1∨F2 =

T

{F ∈ F | F1∪F2 ⊆ F}
(recall that a lattice is an order relation (i.e. reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive) over a set of elements
such that any pairx,y of elements has ajoin (i.e. a least upper bound) denoted byx∨y, and ameet(i.e. a
greatest lower bound) denoted byx∧y).

Let X,X′ be subsets ofS. A closure operatorϕ on S is a map on 2S which is isotone (X ⊆ X′ implies
ϕ(X) ⊆ ϕ(X′)), extensive (X ⊆ ϕ(X)) and idempotent (ϕ2(X) = ϕ(X)). ϕ(X) is called theclosureof X
by ϕ. X is said to beclosedby ϕ whenever it is a fixed point forϕ, i.e.ϕ(X) = X.

The set of all Moore families and the set of all closure operators onS are in a one-to-one correspon-
dence. The Moore familyFϕ associated to the closure operatorϕ is the set of all closed elements ofϕ:

Fϕ = {F ⊆ S| F = ϕ(F)} (1)

The closure operatorϕF associated to the Moore familyF is such that, for anyX ⊆ S, ϕF(X) is the least
elementF ∈ F that containsX:

ϕF(X) =
\

{F ∈ F | X ⊆ F} (2)

In particularϕF( /0) = ⊥F. Note thatϕF(X) ∈ F because Moore families are closed by intersection. More-
over for allF1,F2 ∈ F, F1∨F2 = ϕF(F1∪F2) andF1∧F2 = ϕF(F1∩F2) = F1∩F2.

Let A,B be subsets ofS. An Implicational System(IS for short)Σ on S is a binary relation on 2S:
Σ ⊆ 2S×2S. A couple(A,B) ∈ Σ is called aΣ-implicationwhosepremiseis A andconclusionis B. It is
writtenA→Σ B or A→ B (meaning “A impliesB”). The family FΣ onSassociated toΣ is:

FΣ = {X ⊆ S| A⊆ X ⇒ B⊆ X for eachA→ B∈ Σ} (3)

i.e. it is the set of setsX ⊆ Ssuch that “X containsA impliesX containsB”. FΣ is clearly a Moore family
called theimplicational Moore family on S associated toΣ. Several ISs can describe the same Moore
family: Σ andΣ′ on Sareequivalentif FΣ = FΣ′ . The problem is to find the smallest ones, according to
various criteria [Wil94].Σ is non-redundantif Σ\{X →Y} is not equivalent toΣ, for all X →Y in Σ. It
is minimumif |Σ| ≤ |Σ′| for all IS Σ′ equivalent toΣ. Σ is optimal if s(Σ) ≤ s(Σ′) for all IS Σ′ equivalent
to Σ, wheres(Σ) is thesizeof Σ defined by:

s(Σ) = ∑
A→B∈Σ

(|A|+ |B|) (4)

Other definitions not recalled here can be found in the survey of Caspard and Monjardet [CM04].

In the following, S is endowed with a total order<α or simply α. A subsetX = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn} is
viewed as the wordx j1x j2 . . .x jn sorted according toα: x j1 <α x j2 <α · · · <α x jn. Σ is an IS onS, FΣ or F

is the Moore family associated toΣ, andϕFΣ or ϕΣ or simplyϕ is the induced closure operator.
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3 Characterization of ϕΣ from Σ
As explained in introduction, a number of problems related to an ISΣ can be answered by computing
closures of the kindϕΣ(X), for someX ⊆ S. Section 3.1 presents important notions used further and in-
troduces our method: The idea is to perform the computation ofϕΣ(X) not onΣ but on another equivalent
IS which makes the computation more efficient. Section 3.2 defines such convenient and equivalent IS,
calleddirect. Section 3.3 characterizes the smallest equivalent direct IS inferred from a direct one, called
direct-optimal. Finally Sect. 3.4 characterizes the direct-optimal IS equivalent to some ISΣ.

3.1 Preliminaries

A direct and naive computation ofϕΣ (or simplyϕ) follows from equations (2) and (3):

ϕ(X) =
T

{X′ ⊆ S | X ⊆ X′ and
A⊆ X′ impliesB⊆ X′ for eachA→Σ B}

(5)

It requires an enumeration of all subsetsX′ such thatX ⊆X′ ⊆S, plus a test on the premise and conclusion
of each implication. Moreover these enumerations must be done for each particularX under consideration.

[Wil94, Wil95] propose a definition ofϕ(X) which induces a more efficient computation:

ϕ(X) = XΣΣ..
.Σ

(6)

where
XΣ = X∪

[

{B | A⊆ X andA→Σ B} (7)

According to [Wil95]ϕ(X) is in this way obtained inO(|S|2|Σ|) by iteratively scanningΣ-implications:
ϕ(X) is initialized with X then increased withB for each implicationA →Σ B such thatϕ(X) contains
A. The computation cost depends on the number of iterations, in any case bounded by|S|. In order to
practically limit this number (keeping the same complexity), [Wil95] tunes algorithms using additional
data structures.

It is worth noting that for some particular ISs the computation ofϕ requires only one iteration. Such an
IS is calleddirect (one can also finditeration-freein [Wil94]):

Definition 1 An ISΣ is direct if, for all X ⊆ S:

ϕ(X) = XΣ = X∪
[

{B | A⊆ X and A→Σ B} (8)

Instead of tuning algorithms applied to some ISΣ, a possible approach is to infer fromΣ an equiv-
alent and direct ISΣ′. Once it is done, each closureϕ(X) can be computed by simply enumerating
Σ′-implications. As an illustration, let us considerfull ISs, that are a classical type of direct ISs.

According to [CM04] (Def. 49 p. 20), afull IS is a preorder (a reflexive and transitive relation) that
contains the preorder⊇ on 2S×2S and is∪-stable, that is it verifies the property:

for all A,B,C,D ⊆ S, A→ B andC→ D imply A∪C→ B∪D

As stated by Prop. 1, a full IS is direct.
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Proposition 1 (Corollary 53 in [CM04]) For Σ a full IS,

ϕ(X) =
[

{B⊆ S| X →Σ B} = XΣ

Starting from the notion of full IS, and given some ISΣ, we define thefull IS Σf inferred fromΣ,
equivalentto Σ (Prop. 2), and direct (Prop. 1): it contains allΣ-implications, all implications due to
inclusions in 2S×2S, and all implications generated byΣ-implications and inclusions.

Definition 2 Thefull ISΣf inferred fromΣ is defined as the smallest§ ISs.t.:

1. Σ ⊆ Σf and

2. Σf verifies the three following properties: For all A,B,C,D ⊆ S,

P1 (inclusion axiom): B⊆ A implies A→Σf B

P2 (transitivity axiom): A→Σf B and B→Σf C implies A→Σf C

P3 (union axiom): A→Σf B and C→Σf D implies A∪C→Σf B∪D

Proposition 2 Σ andΣf are equivalent.

For completeness, we give the proof of this simple result.
Proof: Let us prove thatFΣ = FΣf .
⊇. Immediate sinceΣ ⊆ Σf .
⊆. ConsiderF ∈ FΣ. It is easy to check by induction thatF satisfies “A ⊆ F implies B ⊆ F” for any
A→Σf B induced byP1, P2 andP3. ✷

UsingΣf , one can compute a closureϕΣ(X) in only one iteration. Nevertheless note that the directness
of Σf is due to the fact that any subsetA ⊆ S appears as a premise of aΣf -implication: it makes the
computation ofΣf exponential thus impracticable. The idea is then to look for smaller ISs, not necessarily
full, but still direct and equivalent toΣ (andΣf ). The smallest such one is calleddirect-optimal.

Definition 3 An ISΣ is direct-optimalif it is direct, and if s(Σ) ≤ s(Σ′) for any direct ISΣ′ equivalent
to Σ.

Our approach can be summarized as follows. Given some ISΣ:

• We start from the three axioms that describe a full IS (cf. Def. 2) to define in Sect. 3.2 thedirect IS
Σd inferred fromΣ, whose directness is stated by Th. 1;

• ConsiderΣ is direct but perhaps not optimal: In this case someΣ-implications can be removed
or simplified, while preserving the directness and semantics ofΣ. In Sect. 3.3 we first formally
characterizedirect-optimalISs (Th. 2) then, given adirect IS Σ, we define thedirect-optimalIS Σo

inferred fromΣ.

• By combination of these two results, we obtain the definition of thedirect-optimal ISΣdo inferred
from some ISΣ. Moreover, we state that equivalent ISs define an unique direct-optimal IS (Corol-
lary 1). ClosuresϕΣ(X) can then be computed by only one enumeration ofΣdo-implications, at a
minimal cost¶.

§ ”Smallest” for the preorder⊆.
¶ “Minimal” in the sense that using any other equivalent direct IS would be less efficient; Nevertheless in the cases where few

closures are needed, or where a small non-direct IS is considered, it may be more efficient to iterateΣ-enumerations instead of
computingΣd thenΣdo .
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3.2 Σd : a Direct IS Generated from an IS Σ
In this section we define an IS smaller thanΣf , but still direct and equivalent toΣ. To do so, let us
consider again the three axioms that characterizeΣf (Def. 2), and let us explain whatΣf -implications
can be removed without altering the directness and semantics of the IS, or dually what implications must
necessarily be added toΣ. We consider the computation ofϕ(X) indicated by (6), forX ⊆ S.

Given a pair of implications(I1, I2) present in the IS under construction, the principle is to “summarize”
via a third implication the result of theϕ(X) iterative computation process applied to(I1, I2). AxiomsP2

andP3 do apply this principle. Nevertheless the inferred implications (included these inferred byP1 are
sometimes clearly redundant with properties particular to the closure operatorϕ. It is the case when no
iterative process is needed, becauseX contains both the implications premises:

1. AssumeA⊆X. The implicationA→Σf B stated byP1 is redundant: it causes the explicit enrichment
of ϕ(X) with B while according to Eq. (7) (and due to theϕ extensiveness) we haveϕ(X) ⊇ X, and
X ⊇ A⊇ B.

2. AssumeA,B⊆ X. The implicationA→Σf C stated byP2 is redundant withB→Σf C, which already
states the enrichment ofϕ(X) with C.

3. AssumeA,C⊆X. Similarly the implicationA∪C→Σf B∪D stated byP3 is redundant withA→Σf B
andC→Σf D.

When an iterative process is required to computeϕ(X), implications inferred by a combination of the
three axioms are necessary. For example let us consider the following ISΣ:

{ac→Σ d , e→Σ a}

AssumeX = ce. The computation ofϕ(X) = acde throughΣ requires an iterative process: The fact
d ∈ ϕ(X) is known from the first implication only when the intermediateϕ(X) has been enriched witha
(second implication). To be direct, the IS must contain the implication:

ce→Σ d

obtained by applying successively:

• P1 to infer the implicationc→ c;

• P3 applied toc→ c ande→Σ a to inferce→ ac;

• P2 applied toce→ acandac→Σ d to inferce→Σ d.

Nevertheless implicationsc→ c andce→ acare redundant with others, as explained below. To avoid this
redundancy, let us consider the pair

{A→Σ B , C→Σ D} (9)

In the case where the computation ofϕ(X) requires an iteration:A⊆ X butC 6⊆ X. BecauseA⊆ X, the
first implication addsB to ϕ(X). Now if C⊆ X∪B, the second implication addsD to ϕ(X). SinceA⊆ X
andC⊆ X∪B is equivalent toA∪ (C\B)⊆ X, we can summarize this reasoning by the implication (10):

A∪ (C\B) →Σ D (10)
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In the previous example,ce→ d is indeed obtained from the pair{e→Σ a,ac→Σ d}.
Note that the implication (10) is redundant with the oneC →Σ D when B∩C = /0, since it yields

A∪C → D. This case does not happen here due to the conditionC 6⊆ X (C 6⊆ X andC ⊆ X ∪B imply
C∩B 6= /0): We enforce it by imposingB∩C 6= /0 as the application condition of the rule.

The rule that infers implication (10) from implications (9) (calledoverlap axiomin Def. 4) encompasses
the combination of axiomsP2 andP3, but alsoP1: The goal ofP1 is mainly to make appear any subset
A⊆ Sas a premise of aΣf -implication, in order to computeϕ(X) by Prop. 1. Since we computeϕ(X) by
Equations (6) and (7) instead, we can dropP1.

The definition of thedirect IS inferred fromΣ now follows directly from what precedes:

Definition 4 Thedirect implicational systemΣd generated fromΣ is defined as the smallest IS s.t.

1. Σ ⊆ Σd and

2. Σd verifies the following property:

P4 (overlap axiom) : for all A,B,C,D ⊆ S:

A→Σd B, C→Σd D and B∩C 6= /0 imply A∪ (C\B) →Σd D

We now adapt Prop. 1 to characterizeϕ from Σd .

Theorem 1 ϕ(X) = XΣd = X∪
S

{B | A⊆ X and A→Σd B}

Two lemmas are needed to prove this theorem. Lemma 1 states thatΣd ⊆ Σf , therefore thatΣd is equiv-
alent toΣ sinceΣ ⊆ Σd andΣf is equivalent toΣ. Lemma 2 is the core of the proof: it states thatΣd

contains all “significant”Σf -implications. By “significant” we mean an implicationA→Σf B s.t.A 6⊆B, so
that it can addB\A to someϕ(X) and is not trivially redundant like implications inferred by P1 in Def. 2.
Lemma 2 states that any suchΣf -implication A →Σf B is imitated by a set ofΣd -implications, where a
Σd -implication is associated to eachy∈ B\A.

Lemma 1 Σd ⊆ Σf

Proof: Let {Xi →Yi}1≤i≤p be the implications successively added toΣd in order to completeΣ by appli-
cation of P4. We defineΣ0 = Σ, Σi = Σi−1∪{Xi →Yi} andΣp = Σd. The proof is by induction oni, with
0≤ i ≤ p. The base case is obtained by definition and Def 2:Σ0 = Σ ⊆ Σf .
Inductive step:For i ≥ 1, let us prove thatΣi−1 ⊆ Σf impliesΣi ⊆ Σf , equivalently thatXi →Yi ∈ Σf . Since
Xi →Yi is added toΣi−1 by application of P4, there existA→Σi−1 B andC →Σi−1 D such thatB∩C 6= /0,
Xi = A∪ (C\B) andYi = D. By induction hypothesisA→ B∈ Σf andC→ D ∈ Σf . Then

• FromA→ B∈ Σf (by hypothesis) andB→ B∩C∈ Σf (by P1) we deduce from P2 thatA→ B∩C∈
Σf .

• From A → B∩C ∈ Σf andC\B → C\B ∈ Σf (by P1) we deduce from P3 thatA∪ (C\B) → (B∩
C)∪ (C\B) = C∈ Σf .

• FromA∪ (C\B) → C ∈ Σf andC → D ∈ Σf by hypothesis we deduce from P2 thatA∪ (C\B) →
D ∈ Σf .

ThereforeXi →Yi ∈ Σf and the proof is achieved. ✷
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Lemma 2 For all X →Σ f Y and y∈Y\X, there exists X′ →Σd Y′ such that X′ ⊆ X and y∈Y′.

Proof: Let {Xi →Yi}1≤i≤p be the implications successively added toΣf in order to completeΣ by appli-
cation of P1, P2 or P3. We defineΣ0 = Σ, Σi = Σi−1∪{Xi →Yi} andΣp = Σf . The proof is by induction
on i, with 0≤ i ≤ p.

Base case:SinceΣ0 = Σ andΣ ⊆ Σd: for all X →Σ0 Y andy ∈ Y\X, the implicationX →Σd Y verifies
X ⊆ X andy∈Y.

Inductive step:For i ≥ 1, assume the property is proved forΣi−1, i.e. for allX →Σi−1 Y, for all y∈Y\X,
there existsX′ →Σd Y′ such thatX′ ⊆X andy∈Y′. We consider the implicationXi →Yi and some element
y∈Yi\Xi and show that:

there existsX′
i →Σd Y′

i s.t.X′
i ⊆ Xi andy∈Y′

i (11)

If Yi ⊆ Xi thenYi\Xi = /0 and (11) is trivially satisfied. AssumeYi 6⊆ Xi and let us consider thatXi → Yi

has been added toΣi−1 by the application of P2 or P3 (since applying P1 implies thatYi ⊆ Xi , which
contradicts the hypothesis). Let us consider successively the application of P3 and P2.

⋆ Case P3:There existA →Σi−1 B andC →Σi−1 D such thatXi = A∪C andYi = B∪D, moreovery ∈
(B∪D)\(A∪C). We may assume thaty ∈ B, the casey ∈ D being dual. Theny ∈ B\A and, since
A → B ∈ Σi−1 and by induction hypothesis: There existsA′ →Σd B′ such thatA′ ⊆ A andy ∈ B′. Since
A′ ⊆ A⊆ A∪C = Xi , A′ →Σd B′ satisfies (11).

⋆ Case P2:There existA→Σi−1 B andB→Σi−1 C such thatXi = A, Yi = C andy∈C\A. Let us consider
the two sub-casesy∈ B andy 6∈ B.

• y ∈ B implies y ∈ B\A, and sinceA → B ∈ Σi−1: By induction hypothesis there existsA′ →Σd B′

such thatA′ ⊆ A andy∈ B′. SinceA′ ⊆ A = Xi , A′ →Σd B′ satisfies (11).

• y 6∈ B implies y ∈ C\B, and sinceB → C ∈ Σi−1: By induction hypothesis there existsB′ →Σd C′

such thatB′ ⊆ B andy∈C′. If B′ ⊆ A = Xi thenB′ →Σd C′ satisfies (11). IfB′ 6⊆ A, let us write

B′\A = {yk}1≤k≤q

SinceB′ ⊆B: yk ∈B\A, and sinceA→B∈ Σi−1: By induction hypothesis there existq implications
Ak →Σd Bk such thatAk ⊆ A andyk ∈ Bk. Therefore:

B′\A⊆
[

1≤k≤q

Bk andB′ ⊆ A∪
[

1≤k≤q

Bk

Axiom P4 is now used to build an implication whose premise is included intoA and whose con-
clusion isC′, so it verifies (11) sinceXi = A andy ∈ C′. This implication is the last element of a
sequence ofq implicationsA′

k →Σk C′ obtained by applying iterativelyP4 to implicationsAk →Σd Bk.

– initialization: we defineA′
1 →Σd C′ as the result ofP4 applied toA1 →Σd B1 andB′ →Σd C′

(note thaty1 ⊆ B1∩B′ soB1∩B′ 6= /0 andP4 can be applied), soA′
1 = A1∪B′ \B1.

– induction: for 1< k≤ q, we defineA′
k →Σd C′ as:
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∗ the result ofP4 applied toAk →Σd Bk andA′
k−1 →Σd C′ if Bk ∩A′

k−1 6= /0, soA′
k = Ak ∪

A′
k−1\Bk

∗ A′
k−1 →Σd C′ otherwise, soA′

k = A′
k−1.

To prove thatA′
q ⊆ A, let us prove by induction onk∈ [1,q], that:

A′
k ⊆ A∪

[

k< j≤q

B j

– initialization: Fork = 1, we haveA′
1 = A1∪ (B′\B1) soA′

1 ⊆ A∪
S

1< j≤qB j directly follows
from B′ ⊆ A∪

S

1≤k≤qBk andA1 ⊆ A.

– induction step: Fork > 1, the induction hypothesis is

A′
k−1 ⊆ A∪

[

k−1< j≤q

B j

moreover the computation ofA′
k depends on the emptiness ofBk∩A′

k−1.

∗ If Bk∩A′
k−1 = /0, thenA′

k−1 ⊆ (A∪
S

k−1< j≤qB j)\Bk, moreoverA′
k = A′

k−1. So we directly
obtainA′

k ⊆ A∪
S

k< j≤qB j .

∗ If A′
k−1∩Bk 6= /0, thenA′

k−1 \Bk ⊆ A∪
S

k< j≤qB j . MoreoverA′
k = Ak ∪ (A′

k−1\Bk) and
sinceAk ⊆ A, we also obtainA′

k ⊆ A∪
S

k< j≤qB j .

We finally obtain
A′

q ⊆ A∪
[

q< j≤q

B j ⊆ A

andA′
q →Σd C′ satisfies (11) (sinceA = Xi andy∈C′). Thus the property is proved.

✷

We can now prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: SinceΣ andΣf are stated equivalent by Prop. 2, provingϕΣ(X) = XΣd for X ⊆ S is
equivalent to proveϕΣf (X) = XΣd , where from Prop. 1 and Def. 1:

ϕΣf (X) = XΣf =
[

{B⊆ S| X →Σf B} (12)

XΣd = X∪
[

{B⊆ S| A→Σd B andA⊆ X} (13)

⊇. Using Eq. (7)XΣf = X∪{B⊆S|A→Σf B andA⊆X}. ThenXΣd ⊆XΣf directly follows fromΣd ⊆ Σf

stated by Lemma 1.

⊆. Consider anyb∈ XΣf . If b∈ X thenb∈ XΣd by (13). Assumeb 6∈ X. Sinceb∈ XΣf , there exists by
(12) X →Σf B such thatb∈ B. b 6∈ X impliesb∈ B\X and by Lemma 2 there existsA′ →Σd B′ such that

A′ ⊆ X andb∈ B′. Sob∈ XΣd andXΣf ⊆ XΣd . ✷
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3.3 Σo : a Direct-Optimal IS Generated from a Direct IS Σ
Let us consider a direct ISΣ. If Σ is not direct-optimal then there exists an equivalent direct IS of smaller
size. Like in Sect. 3.2, it means that some premise or conclusion parts ofΣ are redundant with some prop-
erties particular to closure operators. This redundancy can be suppressed without altering the directness
property. Let us consider the computation ofϕ(X) for X ⊆ Sand an implicationA→Σ B.

1. AssumeA⊆ X andA∩B 6= /0. A→Σ B causes the explicit enrichment ofϕ(X) with B = (A∩B)∪
(B\A). TheA∩B part is redundant with the isotony and extensiveness ofϕ from which we have
A⊆ ϕ(A) ⊆ ϕ(X) (moreoverA∩B⊆ A). So only the partB\A of theA→Σ B conclusion is useful.

2. AssumeC → D ∈ Σ with C ⊂ A, B∩D 6= /0 andA⊆ X. SinceC ⊂ X, C →Σ D causes the explicit
enrichment ofϕ(X) with D = (B∩D)∪(D\B). The partB∩D is similarly redundant withA→Σ B,
which already states the enrichment ofϕ(X) with B = (B∩D)∪ (B\D).

3. AssumeA → B′ ∈ Σ, with B 6= B′. Then the cardinality|A| is added twice to the size ofΣ, while
it is only added once if the pair{A →Σ B,A →Σ B′} — in a way redundant — is replaced by the
equivalent implicationA→ B∪B′.

4. AssumeA⊆ X andB = /0. A→Σ B is clearly useless to computeϕ(X).

Theorem 2 generalizes these remarks: it states that the absence of such redundancies is a necessary and
sufficient condition for a direct IS to be direct-optimal.

Theorem 2 A direct ISΣ is direct-optimal iff:

P5 (extensiveness axiom):for all A →Σ B, A∩B = /0

P6 (isotony axiom): for all A →Σ B and C→Σ D, C⊂ A implies B∩D = /0

P7 (premise axiom): for all A →Σ B and A→Σ B′, B= B′

P8 (not empty conclusion axiom): for all A →Σ B, B 6= /0.

Two lemmas are needed to prove this theorem. Lemma 3 states that the deletion of the previously
mentioned redundancies preserves the directness property of the considered IS. In Lemma 4 we consider
the particular direct ISs whose conclusion parts are singletons. Such an ISΣ does not necessarily verifies
P7, but Lemma 4 states that ifΣ verify P5 and P6 thenΣ is smaller‖ than any other equivalent such
IS(whose conclusions are also singletons).

Lemma 3 LetΣ be a direct IS.

1. If A→ B∈ Σ with A∩B 6= /0 thenΣ\{A→Σ B}∪{A→ B\A} is also a direct IS equivalent toΣ of
smaller size.

2. If A→ B∈ Σ and C→ D ∈ Σ with C⊂ A and B∩D 6= /0 thenΣ\{A→Σ B}∪{A→ B\D} is also
a direct IS equivalent toΣ of smaller size.

‖ In the sense of inclusion.
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3. If A→ B ∈ Σ and A→ B′ ∈ Σ with B 6= B′ thenΣ\ {A →Σ B,A →Σ B′}∪{A → B∪B′} is also a
direct IS equivalent toΣ of smaller size.

4. If A→ B∈ Σ with B= /0 thenΣ\{A→Σ B} is also a direct IS equivalent toΣ of smaller size.

Proof:

1. LetA→Σ B be such thatA∩B 6= /0. Let us denote byΣ′ the ISΣ\{A→Σ B}∪{A→ B\A}. Let us
considerX ⊆ Sand prove thatΣ′ is a direct IS equivalent toΣ by statingXΣ′

= XΣ. WhenA 6⊆ X,
the implications involved in the computation ofXΣ andXΣ′

are the same, thusXΣ′
= XΣ. When

A⊆ X, XΣ′
is obtained as follows:

XΣ′
= X∪{B′ | A′ ⊆ X,A′ →Σ′ B′}

= X∪{B′ | A′ ⊆ X,A′ →Σ′ B′ 6= A→Σ′ B\A}∪B\A

= X∪{B′ | A′ ⊆ X,A′ →Σ′ B′ 6= A→Σ′ B\A}∪B
sinceA⊆ X soX∪ (B\A) = X∪B

= X∪{B′ | A′ ⊆ X,A′ →Σ B′ 6= A→Σ B}∪B
by definition ofΣ′

= X∪{B′ | A′ ⊆ X,A′ →Σ B′}

= XΣ

2. The proof is the same forA→Σ B andC →Σ D such thatC ⊂ A andB∩D 6= /0. Let us denote by
Σ′ the ISΣ\ {A→Σ B}∪{A→ B\D}. StatingXΣ′

= XΣ allows to conclude thatΣ′ is a direct IS
equivalent toΣ. In this case,C→Σ D ∈ Σ impliesD ∈ XΣ′

whenC⊂ A⊆ X.

3. The proof is the same forA→Σ B andA→Σ B′ such thatB 6= B′.

4. Immediate since the implicationA→Σ /0 adds no element to closures.

✷

Lemma 4 Let Σ andΣ′ be two equivalent and direct ISs whose conclusions are singletons. IfΣ verifies
P5 and P6 thenΣ ⊆ Σ′.

Proof: Let A→ B be aΣ-implication. By hypothesis, the conclusionB contains only one element, sayb.
SinceΣ′ only owns implications whose conclusion is a singleton, let us prove thatΣ ⊆ Σ′ by stating that
A→ b is also aΣ′-implication.
Let us considerϕΣ′(A), the closure ofA in Σ′, as the union of three subsets:

ϕΣ′(A) = A∪{D |C⊆ A,C→Σ′ D}

= A∪{B′ | A→Σ′ B′}∪{D |C⊂ A,C→Σ′ D}

Similarly ϕΣ(A) = A∪{B′ | A→Σ B′}∪{D | C ⊂ A,C →Σ D}. SinceΣ andΣ′ are equivalent,ϕΣ(X) =
ϕΣ′(X) for anyX ⊆ S. In particular sinceA→ B∈ Σ andB = {b}, b∈ ϕΣ(A) andb∈ ϕΣ′(A).
SinceΣ verifies P5, we deduce fromA→ b∈Σ thatA∩{b}= /0 andb 6∈A. SinceΣ verifies P6,{b}∩D = /0
for any implicationC→Σ D such thatC⊂A. Sob 6∈ {D |C⊂A,C→Σ D}. Sinceb 6∈A, we also haveb 6∈C
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andb 6∈ ϕΣ(C) = C∪{D |C→Σ D} for eachC⊂ A. SinceϕΣ(C) = ϕΣ′(C), b 6∈ {D |C⊂ A,C→Σ′ D}.
Therefore, the only subset containingb in ϕΣ′(A) is {B′ | A→Σ′ B′} andA→Σ′ b is aΣ′-implication. This
achieves the proof. ✷

We can now prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2:
⇒): By Lemma 3, we state thatΣ is not direct-optimal when:

1. there existsA→Σ B such thatA∩B 6= /0 or

2. there existA→Σ B andC→Σ D such thatC⊂ A andB∩D 6= /0 or

3. there existA→Σ B andA→Σ B′ such thatB 6= B′ or

4. there existsA→Σ B such thatB = /0.

⇐): Let us introduces(Σ|A) as the size of an ISΣ reduced to itsΣ-implications of premiseA⊆ S. Note
that

s(Σ) = ∑
A⊆S

s(Σ|A) (14)

Let Σ be an IS verifying P5, P6, P7 and P8, and letΣ′ be a direct IS equivalent toΣ. To prove thatΣ is
direct-optimal we have to show thats(Σ) ≤ s(Σ′). To do so, we use (14) and prove the stronger property:

∀A⊆ S,s(Σ|A) ≤ s(Σ′|A) (15)

Let us consider a setA⊆ S. If there is noΣ-implication of premiseA, then we haves(Σ|A) = 0≤ s(Σ′|A).
If there is aΣ-implicationA→ B, whereB = {b1,b2, . . . ,bn}, then it is the onlyΣ-implication of premise
A by P7, andn > 0 by P8. LetA→Σ′ B1, . . ., A→Σ′ Bm be them Σ′-implications whose premise areA,
with∗∗ m≥ 0, and letp be the total cardinality of their conclusions:

{

p = 0 if m= 0

p = ∑1≤i≤m|Bi | if m> 0

Then:

s(Σ|A) = |A|+n

s(Σ′|A) = m|A|+ p

In order to compares(Σ|A) ands(Σ′|A), let us define fromΣ another ISΣ∗ whose conclusions are single-
tons by:

Σ∗ =
[

{C→ d1, . . . ,C→ dp |C→{d1, . . . ,dp} ∈ Σ, C⊆ S} (16)

Σ∗ is direct and equivalent toΣ by Lemma 3(3). It also verifies P5 and P6. LetΣ′
∗ be defined fromΣ′ in

the same way.Σ∗ containsn > 0 implications of premiseA: A →Σ∗ b1, . . . ,A →Σ∗ bn; And Σ′
∗ contains

p≥ 0 implications of premiseA (whose conclusions are also singletons). So we have:

s(Σ∗|A) = n(|A|+1)

s(Σ′
∗|A) = p(|A|+1)

∗∗ Note thatm= 0 when there is noΣ′-implication of premiseA.
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SinceΣ∗ verifies P5 and P6 and the conclusions ofΣ∗ andΣ′
∗ are of cardinality 1, Lemma 4 states that

Σ∗ ⊆ Σ′
∗. Then

s(Σ′
∗|A) ≥ s(Σ∗|A)

p(|A|+1) ≥ n(|A|+1)

Thereforep≥ n > 0. Remark thatp > 0 impliesp = ∑1≤i≤m|Bi | andm> 0. We finally obtains(Σ′|A) ≥
s(Σ|A) by:

s(Σ′|A) = m|A|+ p ≥ m|A|+n

≥ |A|+n = s(Σ|A)

✷

We can now derive from Th. 2 thedirect-optimal ISΣo generated from a direct ISΣ:

Definition 5 Thedirect-optimal ISΣo generated from adirectISΣ is a direct IS s.t.:

P8 (optimization axiom) for all A,B⊆ S, A→ B∈ Σo iff B 6= /0 and

B =
[

{B′ ⊆ S|A→Σ B′}\
[

{D ⊆ S|C→Σ D and C⊂ A}\A (17)

3.4 Σdo : a Direct-Optimal IS Generated from an IS Σ
Let us consider an ISΣ. The combination of Def. 4 and Def. 5 describesΣdo , the direct-optimal IS
generated fromΣ:

Definition 6 The direct-optimal ISΣdo generated from some ISΣ is defined as the direct-optimal ISob-
tained by Def. 5 from the direct ISΣd which itself is obtained by Def. 4 fromΣ.

Σdo is then an IS of minimal size, equivalent toΣ and such thatϕΣ(X) can be obtained by scanning only
once its implications (see Ex. 1). Moreover equivalent ISs define an unique direct-optimal IS, as stated by
the following corollary.

Corollary 1 LetΣ andΣ′ be equivalent ISs. ThenΣdo = Σ′
do.

Proof: Let us defineΣ∗ from Σdo andΣ′
∗ from Σ′

do as indicated by Eq. (16). Remark thatΣdo (resp.Σdo
′)

can dually be defined fromΣ∗ (resp.Σ∗) since it satisfies axiom P7:

Σdo = {C→{d1, . . . ,dn} |C→Σ∗ d1, . . . ,C→Σ∗ dn, C⊆ S} (18)

Σ∗ (resp.Σ′
∗) is direct and equivalent toΣdo (resp.Σdo

′) by Lemma 3(3). By constructionΣ∗ andΣ′
∗

satisfyP5 andP6. So by Lemma 4Σ∗ = Σ′
∗. We conclude using Eq. (18):

Σdo = {C→{d1, . . . ,dn} |C→Σ∗ d1, . . . ,C→Σ∗ dn, C⊆ S}

= {C→{d1, . . . ,dn} |C→Σ′
∗

d1, . . . ,C→Σ′
∗

dn, C⊆ S}

= Σ′
do

✷
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Fig. 1: FΣ for Σ given in Ex. 1

Example 1 Consider the following ISΣ on{a,b,c,d,e}:

Σ =







1 : a→ b
2 : ac→ d
3 : e→ a

The full ISΣf is not given since it contains more than35 = 243implica-
tions††. Σd andΣdo are given below. Note thatΣd is not direct-optimal
because (3) and (4) do not verify P7.

Σd =























1 : a→ b
2 : ac→ d
3 : e→ a
4 : e→ b (P4 on 3 and 1)
5 : ce→ d (P4 on 3 and 2)

Σdo =















6 : a→ b
7 : ac→ d
8 : e→ ab
9 : ce→ d

For example,ϕ(ce) = ce∪ab∪d = abcde is directly deduced from im-
plications 8 and 9 by Th. 1. Similarly,ϕ(ae) = ae∪ b∪ ab = abe is
deduced from implications 6 and 8. It is also easy to check onFΣ (given
on Fig. 1 by its Hasse diagram where the cover relation of the order
relation is oriented from bottom to top.) that abcde (resp. abe) is the
least set ofFΣ that contains ce (resp. ae).

4 Algorithms
We give in this section algorithms that rely on the results obtained in Sect. 3. We first present in Sect. 4.2
an algorithm which takes as input adirect-optimalIS Σ and a subsetX ⊆ S, and computes the closure
ϕΣ(X). We also give an algorithm which computes from any ISΣ the associated direct-optimalΣdo . In
Sect. 4.3 we give an algorithm which takes as input some ISΣ and computes the associated Moore family
FΣ, based not on the direct characterization ofFΣ but on properties of the lattice(FΣ,⊆). All algorithms
handle ISs and Moore families onS. Both are represented by a data-structure calledlexicographic tree,
presented in Sect. 4.1.

4.1 Lexicographic Tree
A nice and well-known data structure to represent a familyF on S ordered byα, a total order onS, is
its lexicographic treeof depth|S|. Using this tree basic operations onF (such as deletion, addition and
search of a subset) can be efficiently performed inO(|S|). Introduced for a distributive Moore family in
[Gan84, MN96], it has been generalized in [NR99] to any familyF by introducing marked nodes. Its
principle is intuitively the following. Nodes represent subsetsX ⊆ S: The tree contains a node for each
subsetX ⊆ F with F ∈ F . Conventionally the root represents the empty set. A node that represents an
element ofF is marked. Edges are labelled by elements ofS so that labels of edges that leave a given

†† Σf exactly contains 275 implications:

• 35 = 243 implications such that the conclusion is a subset of the premise,

• and 32 implications such that the conclusion is not included in the premise.
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Fig. 2: The lexicographic tree associated to the Moore familyF given on Fig. 1 for the orderα = a < b < c < d < e.

node are sorted according toα from left to right. Moreover consider a marked noden that represents
an elementF ∈ F sorted according toα. Then (see Prop. 3 below)F can be retrieved from the tree by
collecting labels along the path from the root ton (labels along such a path are by construction sorted
according toα).

Example 2 Figure 2 shows the lexicographic tree TF associated to the Moore familyF given in Fig. 1 for
the orderα = a < b < c < d < e, where each node n is labelled by the set X it represents (0 denotes/0)
and marked nodes are doubly circled.

A lexicographic tree is formally defined as follows:

Definition 7 Let F be a family on S= {s1, . . . ,s|S|} whose elements are sorted according toα = s1 <

s2 < .. . < s|S|. Thelexicographic treeTF of F (or simply T) is a 3-uplet(N,child,mark), where:

• N is the set of nodes of T , where a node nX ∈ N is associated to every subset X of some element
F ∈ F . By convention n/0 is the root of the tree.

N = {nX | X ⊆ F and F∈ F }
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• mark is a boolean function used to distinguish nodes associated to elements ofF . For nX ∈ T:

mark(nX) = true iff X ∈ F

• child associates to each node nX its children: for si ∈ S, child(nX,si) ∈ N is either the empty set
or the target node of an edge labelled by si whose source node is nX. If X = {x1, . . . ,xm} is sorted
according toα and m≤ i ≤ |S|:

child(nX,si) = nX∪{si} if nX∪{si} ∈ N

= /0 else

The depth of T is|S|.

Note that in this definitionnX ∈ N is seen either as a node ofT or as the subsetX ⊆ S it represents. As
stated by Prop. 3, the subsetX can easily be retrieved from the tree.

Proposition 3 Let F be a family on S sorted according toα and T its lexicographic tree. Then the
labels collected along the path from the root n/0 to a node nX represent the subset X= {x1, . . . ,xm} sorted
according toα:

n/0
x1−→ n{x1}

x2−→ n{x1,x2} . . .
xm−→ n{x1,...,xm} = nX (19)

Consider a familyF on S sorted according toα. Basic operations such as the test if a givenF ⊆ S
belong toF , the addition or deletion of an element inF can be done onTF in O(|S|) (its depth) by a
run from the root to a particular node (addition consists in adding or marking a node, deletion consists in
deleting or unmarking a node). This complexity is due to the linear order on elements inS, and is lower
than the complexity inO(|F | · |S|) obtained whenF is represented by a list of subsets. The computation
of the elementF ∈ F associated to a marked noden∈ N is also done inO(|S|) using Eq.(19). Finally set
operations on families such as union, intersection, difference and inclusion test are done inO(|S|), still
footnote to the linear order onS.

We extend this lexicographic tree to atwo-level lexicographic treeto represent a binary relation on 2S

and thus an IS onS.

Definition 8 LetΣ be an IS on S. Thetwo-level lexicographic treeTΣ of Σ is s.t.

• Theinitial lexicographic treeis representing the family{A⊆ S| A→Σ B}. Its root is n/0.

• Each marked node nA of the initial tree is the root of alexicographic subtreerepresenting the family
{B⊆ S| A→Σ B}.

By construction the depth of a two-level lexicographic tree onSis 2|S| and complexities inO(|S|) given for
lexicographic trees are still valid. When the considered IS is direct-optimal, each lexicographic subtree
encodes only one subsetB ⊆ S since a marked nodeA of the initial subtree is the premise of only one
implication, as stated by Th. 2.

Example 3 The two-level lexicographic tree TΣdo associated to the ISΣdo given in Ex. 1 is shown on
Fig. 3, where a double circle indicates a marked node of the initial lexicographic tree, the lexicographic
subtrees appear in vertical boxes, and horizontal boxes indicate their marked nodes, labelled by the
corresponding implication.
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Fig. 3: The two-level lexicographic tree forΣdo of Ex. 1, with the lexicographic orderα = a < b < c < d < e.

4.2 Computation of ϕΣ(X), X ⊆ S

The functions presented here aim at computing closuresϕΣ(X) for some ISΣ. The functionclosure in
Algorithm 1 is directly derived from the characterization of the closure operatorϕΣ associated to a direct
IS (Def. 1). It computesϕΣ(X) = ϕΣdo (X) with Σdo as input. The functioncomplete in Algorithm 2
first computesΣd from Σ using Def. 4, then optimizesΣd to obtainΣdo using Def. 5.

Name: closure
Input : X ⊆ S, sorted according toα

A direct-optimal ISΣdo onS

Output : ϕΣ(X)

begin
ϕΣ(X) = X
foreachA→Σdo B such that A⊆ X do

addB to ϕΣ(X)

return ϕΣ(X)

end

Algorithm 1: Computation ofϕΣ(X)

Complexity 1

1. Functionclosure in Algorithm 1 computesϕΣ(X) fromΣdo with the following complexities:
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Name: complete
Input : An implicational systemΣ onS
Output : The direct-optimal ISΣdo onS
begin

(Generation ofΣd by completion ofΣ)
Σd = Σ
foreachA→Σd B do

foreachC→Σd D do
if B∩C 6= /0 then addA∪ (C\B) → D to Σd

(Generation ofΣdo by optimization ofΣd )
Σdo = /0
foreachA→Σd B do

B′ = B
foreachC→Σd D do

if C = A then B′ = B′∪D
if C⊂ A then B′ = B′\D

B′ = B′\A
addA→ B′ to Σdo

return Σdo

end

Algorithm 2: Computation ofΣdo from Σ

• in function of X andΣdo : in O(|Σdo | · |ϕΣ(X)|);

• in function ofΣdo only: O(s(Σdo))

2. Functioncomplete in Algorithm 2 computesΣdo from Σ in O(|Σd |
2 · |S|)

Proof:
1. A test for inclusionY ⊆Y′ can be done inmin(|Y|, |Y′|). For the following complexities we shall use

either|Y| or |Y′|. Similarly for addingY to Y′. Hence:

• In function of X andΣdo : For each of the|Σdo | implicationsA →Σdo B, the testA ⊆ X is done
in O(|X|) < O(|ϕΣ(X)|), and addingB to ϕΣ(X) is done inO(|ϕΣ(X)|). Hence a complexity in
O(|Σdo | · |ϕΣ(X)|).

• In function of Σdo only: For each of the|Σdo | implicationsA →Σdo B, the testA ⊆ X is done in
O(|A|), and addingB to ϕΣ(X) is done inO(|B|). Hence a complexity inΣA→B|A|+ |B| = s(Σdo).

2. Each of the|Σd |
2 steps of the first nestedfor loop first performs set operations on subsetsA, B,

C andD that are done inO(|S|). The secondfor loop (of |Σd |
2 steps) also performs set operations and

additions and deletions inTΣd in |O(S)|. Hence a complexity inO(|Σd |
2 · |S|). ✷

SinceΣdo is direct, the computation of the closureϕΣ(X) (functionclosure) is performed inO(s(Σdo))
with only one enumeration ofΣdo-implications. However, a preprocessing (functioncomplete) is nec-
essary to computeΣdo from Σ in O(|Σd |

2 · |S|). When the closure is directly computed fromΣ (that can
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be greater or smaller thanΣdo), it is obtained inO(|Σ| · |S|2) [Mai83, Wil95] by several iterations overΣ-
implications. So in the cases where few closures are needed, or where a small non-direct IS is considered,
it may be more efficient to iterate overΣ-enumerations instead of computingΣdo .

4.3 Generation of FΣ

The definition ofFΣ (or simply F) as the family associated toϕΣ (Eq. (1)) or as the family generated
by Σ (Eq. (3)) cannot be directly used to generateF: it would make the computation exponential since
all subsets ofShave to be enumerated. We propose another characterization ofF in function ofϕΣ that
exploits the fact that(F,⊆) is a lattice: it uses lattice properties, in particular properties of its irreducible
elements. We first recall some basic definitions.

Consider a latticeL. An elementj (resp.m) of L is a join-irreducible(resp.meet-irreducible) of L if it
cannot be obtained as the join (resp. meet) of elements ofL all distinct from j (resp. fromm). The set of
join-irreducible (resp. meet-irreducible) ofL is denoted byJL (resp.ML). A finite latticeL has a minimal
(resp. maximal) element denoted by⊥ (resp.⊤). Conventionally⊥ =

W

/0 and⊤ =
V

/0, therefore⊥ 6∈ JL

and⊤ 6∈ ML. A join-irreducible (resp. meet-irreducible) elementj ∈ JL (resp.m∈ ML) covers (resp. is
covered by) an unique element inL, which is then denoted byj− (resp.m+). If an elementx∈ L is not
a join-irreducible element, then there exists a subsetX ⊆ L such thatx =

W

X andx 6∈ X: Either x = ⊥
(Remark that whenL = (FΣ,⊆), one can have⊥ =

W

/0 6= /0 when /0→Σ A∈ Σ andA 6= /0.) andX = /0, or
it is easy to check that there existsy,y′ ∈ X such thatx = y∨y′. For definitions and notations not recalled
here, see [Bir67, BM70].

As said before(F,⊆) is a lattice, with, forX ⊆ S:

_

X = ∩{F ∈ F | F ⊆ X} = ϕΣ(X) (20)

F is characterized in Th. 3 by considering two cases: EitherF ∈ F is a join-irreducible element ofF or
not. It is based on the characterization of join-irreducible elements ofF by Lemma 5 (forx∈ Swe abuse
notations and writeϕ(x) for ϕ({x})).

Lemma 5 JF ⊆ {ϕΣ(x) | x∈ S}

For completeness, we give a proof of this simple result.
Proof: Let us consider the lattice(F,⊆). Let F ∈ JF be an irreducible element that coversF−, and
x∈ F \F−. Let us prove by contradiction thatF = ϕ(x), i.e. thatF is the least element ofF that contains
x. Assumex∈ F ′ for someF ′ ∈ F s.t.F ′ ⊆ F . ThenF ′ ⊆ F− sox∈ F−, which leads to a contradiction.
✷

Theorem 3 LetΣ be an implicational system. Then:

FΣ = {ϕΣ( /0)} ∪ {ϕΣ(x) | x∈ S} ∪ {ϕΣ(F1∪F2) | F1,F2 ∈ FΣ}

For completeness, we give a proof of this simple result, folklore in lattice theory.
Proof: Let F = {ϕΣ( /0)} ∪ {ϕΣ(x) | x∈ S} ∪ {ϕΣ(F1∪F2) | F1,F2 ∈ F }. Let us prove thatFΣ = F .
⊇. Each subset ofF is a closureϕΣ(X) for X ⊆ S, so belongs toFΣ (Eq. (1)).
⊆. LetF ∈F. If F ∈ JF thenF ∈F follows from Lemma 5. AssumeF 6∈ JF. If F =⊥F thenF = ϕΣ( /0) by
Eq. (2) andF ∈ F . If F 6= ⊥F then it is the join of two subsetsF1,F2 ∈ F, i.e. F = F1∨F2 = ϕΣ(F1∪F2),
thusF ∈ F . ✷
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A generation ofFΣ on S= {x1, . . . ,xn} can be derived from Th. 3. Let us defineFi as the family
computed from allϕ(x j) with j ≤ i :

Fi = ϕΣ( /0)∪{ϕΣ(x j) | x j ∈ Sand j ≤ i}∪{ϕΣ(F1∪F2) | F1,F2 ∈ Fi}

whereF0 = ϕΣ( /0). ClearlyFn = FΣ andFi can be generated fromFi−1 by:

Fi = Fi−1 ∪ {ϕΣ(xi)} ∪ {ϕΣ(F1∪F2) | F1,F2 ∈ Fi}, i ≥ 1 (21)

Using Lemma 6 that defines more precisely the elements inFi\Fi−1, Fi can be generated fromFi−1

by:
Fi = Fi−1 ∪ {ϕΣ(xi)} ∪ {ϕΣ(F ∪ϕΣ(xi)) | F ∈ Fi−1} (22)

Lemma 6 Let i≤ n and F∈ Fi\Fi−1.
Then there exists F′ ⊆ S s.t. F= ϕΣ(F ′∪ϕΣ(xi)) with F′ ∈ Fi−1 or F ′ = /0.

Proof: We consider two cases:
• EitherϕΣ(xi) ∈ Fi−1: In this case it appears from (21) thatFi = Fi−1;
• Or ϕΣ(xi) 6∈ Fi−1: In this case letF0,F1, . . .F p be the closures successively added toFi−1 to obtainFi

where:

• F0 = ϕΣ(xi)

• {F1, . . . ,F p} = {ϕΣ(F1∪F2) | F1,F2 ∈ Fi}\Fi−1

We prove by induction onj with 0≤ j ≤ p that there existsF ′ ⊆Ss.t.F j = ϕΣ(F ′∪ϕΣ(xi)) with F ′ ∈Fi−1

or F ′ = /0.
Base case:For j = 0: F0 = ϕΣ(xi) = ϕΣ( /0∪ϕΣ(xi)) (caseF ′ = /0).
Inductive step:Let 0< j ≤ p. Assume the property is proved for 0≤ k < j:

there existsF ′ ⊆ Ss.t.Fk = ϕΣ(F ′∪ϕΣ(xi)) with F ′ ∈ Fi−1 or F ′ = /0
and consider the setF j . By (21),F j is the upper bound of two closuresF1 andF2 in Fi : F j = ϕΣ(F1∪F2).
EitherF1,F2 ∈ Fi−1 or F1,F2 in Fi\Fi−1 or F1 ∈ Fi−1 andF2 ∈ Fi\Fi−1, or the converse. The first case
impliesF j ∈ Fi−1 by (21), hence a contradiction withF j ∈ Fi\Fi−1. We consider only the caseF1,F2 ∈
Fi\Fi−1, the other cases being similar.
By the induction hypothesis, there existsF ′

1 ∈ Fi−1 (resp.F ′
2 ∈ Fi−1) or F ′

1 = /0 (resp. F ′
2 = /0) such that

F1 = ϕΣ(F ′
1∪ϕΣ(xi)) (resp.F2 = ϕΣ(F ′

2∪ϕΣ(xi))). Therefore‡‡, in the case whereF ′
1,F

′
2 ∈ Fi−1 (the other

cases are similar):

F j = ϕΣ(F1∪F2)

= ϕΣ(ϕΣ(F ′
1∪ϕΣ(xi))∪ϕΣ(F ′

2∪ϕΣ(xi)))

= ϕΣ(F ′
1∪F ′

2∪ϕΣ(xi))

= ϕΣ(ϕΣ(F ′
1∪F ′

2)∪ϕΣ(xi))

ϕΣ(F ′
1∪F ′

2) belongs toFi−1 by (21), and the proof is achieved.

‡‡ Note thatϕΣ(ϕΣ(X)∪ϕΣ(X′)) = ϕΣ(X∪X′) sinceϕΣ is idempotent and extensive.
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✷

The functionMoore family in Algorithm 3 is based on this characterization: it successively com-
putesF0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Fn, whereFi is computed fromFi−1 using (22). It uses the Functionsclosure
andcomplete. The use of a lexicographic tree to represent families leads to the following complexity:

Complexity 2 FunctionMoore family in Algorithm 3 computesFΣ in
O(|Σd|

2 · |S|+ |FΣ| · |S|(|S|+s(Σdo))).

Proof: The completion ofΣ into Σdo is done inO(|Σd|
2 · |S|) by Functioncomplete. The initial com-

putation ofFΣ = {closure( /0,Σdo)} is done inO(s(Σdo)). For each of the|S| steps of the externalfor
loop, a closure is computed by Functionclosure in O(s(Σdo)) and an addition intoFΣ is done inO(|S|).
The same operations occur in the|FΣ| steps of the internalfor loop. The complexityC follows:

C = 0(|Σd|
2 · |S|+s(Σdo)+ |S| · (s(Σdo)+ |FΣ| · (s(Σdo)+ |S|)+ |S|))

= 0(|Σd|
2 · |S|+s(Σdo)+ |S| ·s(Σdo)+ |S| · |FΣ| ·s(Σdo)+ |S|2 · |FΣ|+ |S|2)

by developing the expression

= 0(|Σd|
2 · |S|+ |FΣ| · |S| ·s(Σdo)+ |S|2 · |FΣ|)

by majoration

= 0(|Σd|
2 · |S|+ |FΣ| · |S| · (|S|+s(Σdo)))

✷

Name: Moore family
Input : An implicational systemΣ onS
Output : The Moore familyFΣ
begin

Σdo =complete(Σ)
FΣ = {closure( /0,Σdo)}
foreachx∈ Sdo

C =closure(x,Σdo)
foreachF ∈ FΣ do

F ′ =closure(F ∪C,Σdo)
addF ′ in FΣ

addC in FΣ

return FΣ
end

Algorithm 3: computation ofFΣ

5 Conclusion and Perspectives
Implicational systems on a finite setSare formally linked to the notions of closure operators and Moore
families (see the recent survey [CM04]). The present work addresses algorithmic aspects of implicational
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systems through the same notions: Given an ISΣ it proposes new algorithms to computeϕΣ(X) (the
closure of a setX ⊆ Sby the operator associated toΣ) andFΣ (the Moore family associated toΣ).

The computation ofϕΣ(X) was addressed in several ways in [Mai83, MR92, Wil95]: Algorithms basi-
cally rely on a fix-point computation which iterates overΣ-implications. [Wil95] proposes improvements
due to sophisticated data structures. Our approach is different: We choose to improve the shape of ISs
so that the computation ofϕΣ(X) can be performed by a single scanning ofΣ-implications. Such ISs are
said direct, or iteration-free. [CM04] presents the notion of full ISs, that are particular direct ISs whose
axiomatic definition is very simple. Nevertheless the computation of the full IS inferred fromΣ adds toΣ
an exponential number of implications, thus is impracticable. Starting from the remark that some aspects
of full ISs are redundant with properties of the closure operator we want to compute, we define a smaller
direct ISΣd inferred from and equivalent toΣ. Then we optimizeΣd into the direct-optimal ISΣdo which
is the unique IS of minimal size, equivalent toΣ and such thatϕΣ(X) can be obtained by scanning only
once its implications. The derived algorithms, based on the representation of ISs by lexicographic trees,
computeΣdo in O(|Σd |

2 · |S|) andϕΣ(X) from Σdo in O(s(Σdo)).
We finally address the computation ofFΣ. Though(FΣ,⊆) is a lattice, the construction ofFΣ we

propose does not use existing methods that build a lattice using a binary relation between its join and
meet-irreducible elements. Instead we characterizeFΣ using the closure operatorϕΣ and properties of the
join-irreducible elements of(FΣ,⊆). Due to the use of a lexicographic tree, we obtain an algorithm in
O(|S| · (|Σd |

2 + |F| · |S|+ |F| ·s(Σdo)).
Potential Applications of the Computation of ϕ(X) As explained in the introduction the algorithms
related to ISs and Moore families we propose can be used for example in the field of knowledge systems.
Another potential application of the computation of closures concerns thestatic analysisof programs
by means of abstract interpretation. In a nutshell the static analysis of a program aims at obtaining as
much information as possible on the set of its executions. However, a fully automatic approach has to
be avoided. Applications are e.g. proofs of some safety properties on critical systems, aliasing analysis,
etc. The approach relies onnon-standard executionsthat perform computations using a description of
values (abstractvalues) and not concrete ones.Abstract interpretationis a theory that expresses static
analysis as a correspondence between the concrete semantics of a program and an abstract semantics
guided by the property to be proved. It was introduced by Cousot and Cousot [CC77]. Informally the
property to be proved induces the choice for aconcrete computation domain Cand anabstract domain
A, connected by anabstraction functionα : C → A and aconcretizationoneγ: C → A. (α,γ) is a Galois
connection that verifies the following properties:α andγare monotonous;∀xa ∈A, xa = α◦γ(xa); ∀xc ∈C,
xc ⊑c γ◦α(xc). Most of the work related to abstract interpretation use this formalism but, as mentioned
in the early Cousot works and as extensively used by Giacobazzi (e.g. [GRS00, FGR96]), the theory
of abstract interpretation can also be described by means of closure operators between concrete domain
and an isomorphism of abstract domains. [GR98] addresses relational program analysis by means of
implicationsbetween pairs of objects. It could be interesting to investigate if this particular relational
abstract interpretation framework can benefit from our work. The link between works on ISs and works
on systems of boolean implications in classical logic should also be examined.

Equivalent ISs This paper mentions several particular ISs that describe a given Moore family, more or
less small with respect to their size: The full ISΣf that contains an exponential number of implications,
the direct ISΣd , the direct-optimal ISΣdo . Some researchers [GD86, CM04] have highlighted other
smallest (e.g. in the sense of minimality, non-redundancy) representations of a Moore family by particular
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ISs calledbases(i.e. such a basis is unique and can generate any equivalent IS). The properties of these
bases have been well-studied. Some of them provide a nice — though exponential — characterization of
a basis from a given Moore family. They also imply that such a basis is not direct, so that a direct-optimal
IS is not a basis.

An interesting problem is therefore the characterization of the direct-optimal ISΣdo from a given Moore
family F, and its possibly polynomial generation fromF. As mentioned in introduction, this problem can
be found in data-mining where the family of frequent closed itemsets is used to generate association rules
[PBTL99].
Links between ISs and Representations of Lattices ISs are directly linked to lattices since(FΣ,⊆)
is a lattice, with some particular cases. For instance the Moore family 2S associated toΣ = /0× /0 and
ordered by inclusion is abooleanlattice. Another case concerns an ISΣ whose premises and conclusions
are singletons: They can be represented by a binary relation onS, therefore by an orderP. FΣ is then the
set of ideals ofP, which is union-stable [Mor64, Bir67]. So(FΣ,⊆) is a distributive lattice and can be
represented by (i.e. rebuilt from) the sub-order of its join-irreducible elements. Finally in Formal Concept
Analysis [GW99] theGalois lattice, also called theconceptlattice, is composed of two Moore families
on a setG of objects and a setM of attributes respectively, associated to a binary relation onG andM
called a formal concept: The esprit of FCA is to understand the concept lattice as one lattice (of formal
concepts). This is the small difference, but which made FCA applicable in real world tasks. (Of course,
one can find in the concept lattice the two Moore familes onG andM, resp., but in FCA that is not the
primary way to look at it.)

A natural question is then to highlight links between ISs as representations of Moore families (i.e. lat-
tices) and other representations of lattices like the sub-order of join-irreducible elements in the distributive
case, the reduced bipartite order, the concepts, the arrows relations [Bir67, BM70, Wil83, BC02], etc.
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